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New User Guide for the WCC App 

In addition to the Quick Start Guide, all users now also

have access to a comprehensive User Guide for the

Webasto ChargeConnect app. This guide explains all

menus and functions in detail. The guide is currently

available in English only but will be expanded in April

2023 to include French, German, Danish, and Dutch.

New Quick Start Guide for using the WCC App

The new Quick Start Guide (QSG) is designed to make

it easier for users to first use their charging station with

the Webasto ChargeConnect (WCC) app. The QSG

runs users through the creation of their account, shows

how to add their charging station to the newly created

account, and lastly explains how to start charging

sessions via the app control. The entire process is

described neatly on one page.

Users can download the Quick Start Guide in PDF

format from the Webasto Charging website:

https://charging.webasto.com/int/

Users can download the Quick Start Guide in PDF

format from the Webasto Charging website:

https://charging.webasto.com/int/
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Test phase of the reservation function

The first test phase of the WCC reservation

function for charging stations using the

ChargeConnect app has been taking place at the

Gilching Webasto site since mid-February.

To start the test, we have upgraded three charging

stations with the reservation function. This function

can currently only be used by Webasto employees

with an existing reservation.

After a successful test phase and implementation of

feedback, we will officially add the reservation

function to the ChargeConnect.

Connecting the WCC to ERP systems

The ability to bill charging sessions is becoming

more and more important. At the same time, many

companies are upgrading their locations with

charging infrastructures to enable employees to

charge their vehicles on-site.

Webasto Charging caters for both requirements.

With the new function add-on, companies can now

bill employees' charging sessions directly via their

own ERP system.

Over the last few weeks, the function add-on was announced on various internet

portals, such as “electrive.net”, “automotiveworld.com” and “flotte.de”.


